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DEDICATION
We are grateful for the participation of
guest speakers and other interested citizens
in the work of this committee.
We give special thanks for
the guidance and assistance of Cathy Pierce
and the members of Wilton’s Social Services staff, who are
on the front lines of the effort to bring comfort and aid to
the families in our community.
We dedicate this report to these public servants.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The economic downturn has had a significant impact on some Wilton
families, and some impact on almost all Wilton families.
Financial resources may have diminished as a result of:
• Lost or reduced employment
• Withdrawals from savings to pay living expenses
• Reduced income from retirement investments
• Increased expenses for health care, insurance, credit
Consequently, for some families it is difficult to provide for basic needs,
such as:
• Housing
• Food
• Health
• Education
• Recreation
This difficulty is a source of anxiety and stress, and may lead to:
• Mental health problem
• Substance abuse
• Domestic violence
• Divorce
Public and private agencies face increasing demands for services such
as:
• Food pantry
• Fuel assistance
• Mental health programs
• Free or low-cost cultural and recreational programs
• Assistance for fee-based activities
Local government resources are limited by:
• Slow growth of tax base
• Decreased income from fees and other sources
• Fiduciary responsibility to maintain AAA rating
• Increased resistance from taxpayers
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Nonprofit organizations are experiencing:
• Stabilization of membership after initial decline
• Growth in number of contributors to assistance programs
• Average donations for operating expenses lower than prior years
• Increasing demand for services
• Stress on staff as workload grows and salaries are frozen

CONCLUSIONS
• Some families are facing severe hardship.
• Worries about the future are causing varying degrees of deep
anxiety and stress.
• Community agencies are responding to the best of their ability,
but resources are limited.
• Many families are receiving help, but some others are either
unaware that aid is available or are reluctant to seek such
assistance.
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The Wilton League of Women Voters
...is a nonpartisan, nonprofit political organization that encourages the informed
and active participation of citizens in government.
...promotes understanding of local, state, and national public policy through
education and advocacy.
...advocates for good government in Wilton, in Connecticut, throughout the US, and
around the world. You will find us working in more than 1000 communities, in 50
state chapters, and in Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.
We study current topics and reach member agreement before taking a position on
any issue; we take action on our positions by lobbying, testifying, and writing-in
order to influence public policy; and we never support or oppose specific candidates
for elected office.
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AN INFORMATIONAL STUDY ON THE IMPACT OF THE
CURRENT ECONOMIC DOWNTURN ON WILTON FAMILIES
BY THE WILTON LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS

INTRODUCTION

For those who are familiar with the usual format of a League of Women Voters study one that involves a year or two of research, many committee meetings, public forums, a
formulating of consensus, and a decision to take action - this particular study is
something new. With rumors and personal anecdotes about the hardships some families
are facing, League members felt a sense of urgency in completing this informational
study. We knew that we could not indulge our customary League-like deliberative pace.
We decided to use our well-honed information-gathering skills to separate fact from
rumor, to determine the extent of the problem, and to learn how well various agencies of
the governmental and private sectors of our community are able to meet the need. We
were able to obtain information from many of these agencies.
Our inquiry was open-ended, asking just two basic questions of each one who spoke to
our group or who was interviewed:
1. What changes have you seen in the last two years in the demand for services?
2. What changes have you seen in your ability to provide these services?
With these two questions we were able to obtain a snapshot of the current situation in
Wilton by gathering a lot of scattered information in one place.

Further study would be

needed to know what changes in policies or practices would best serve our community.
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CONTEXT
The impact of the recession in Wilton is similar to that in other Connecticut communities.
Unemployment or underemployment and diminished value of investments or home
equity have reduced the income of many households, and some individuals and families
are facing devastating hardship.
EMPLOYMENT
It all comes down to jobs. Some Wilton residents, in common with many others in
Fairfield County and in the rest of Connecticut, have seen their jobs disappear or their
hours reduced, although unemployment numbers in Wilton are slightly better than those
in other towns.
For Connecticut in February 2010, the unemployment rate (not seasonally adjusted) was
9.8%, an increase from February 2009 when the rate was 8.0% . For Wilton in February
2010, the same unemployment rate was 6.3%, an increase from February 2009 when it
was 5.6%. March 2010 figures show a slight improvement in the region, moving from
6.3% to 6.0% in Wilton. [Connecticut Department of Labor]

(See Appendix A for

additional information on unemployment in Connecticut; see also Connecticut Economic
Resource Center profile for Wilton, CT for additional population data.)
It should be noted that all such unemployment statistics do not reveal the true nature of
the employment problem, as they do not include those whose benefits have expired, those
who are no longer looking for employment, and those who have experienced a reduction
in working hours.
Even those families that rely on bonuses to make ends meet are now finding that the
restructuring of such compensation means less immediately available cash and stock
options that cannot be exercised for several years. [Cathy Pierce]
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LOCAL BUSINESS
The business community of Wilton recently completed a survey conducted by the
Chamber of Commerce. [Chamber of Commerce report 2010] Responses were mixed.
Most indicated little expectation for dramatic changes in the coming year, and few
anticipate expansions or improvements in their enterprises. Employee compensation has
remained and is expected to remain flat. More than 80% believe that “things will
generally remain the same as in 2009.” Yet, in the same survey, a majority (53%)
believes that general business conditions will improve somewhat in the coming year.
One area of commercial growth is the selling of alcohol; the newly approved liquor
ordinance is expected to bring several wine shops to Wilton. (Up to seven would be
permitted under Connecticut law). [Bill Brennan]
The credit crunch has created hardship for those businesses counting on loans and credit
to maintain cash flow. Some businesses have folded. Others are able to remain open
due to relief from rent obligations from landlords who prefer diminished rental income to
the blight of empty spaces. Much of the space that is vacant is Class B space that does
not offer the higher level of services such as internet access that most new tenants would
require. [Stephanie Barksdale]
Another difficulty faced by the Wilton business community is the limited availability of
credit needed to maintain cash flow.
OTHER INCOME SOURCES
Even those not in the job market are feeling the impact of reduced or flat income from
other sources.

Retirement income from investments is down as many of investments

have lost value. Also, income from Social Security remains flat without the usual costof -living increases. There will be zero increase in Social Security benefits for 2010.
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FAMILY EXPENSES
On the expense side, increasing costs make less money available for other needs.
Insurance costs, including COBRA and Medicare, are up significantly. The cost of credit
has grown as well. Taxes at all levels continue to rise.

IMPACT ON FAMILIES AND BASIC NEEDS
With less money available, families struggle to meet the basic needs for housing, food,
health, education, and recreation. We talked about this issue with our Town Clerk, our
Social Services Department, our Parks and Recreation Director, representatives of our
public school administration, and a member of the real estate community.
HOUSING
With reduced income - in some cases no income at all – some families cannot make
mortgage payments, pay taxes, maintain property, or pay for fuel and other utilities.
Through the Social Services Department homeowners may obtain emergency financial
assistance. In 2009, the number of people seeking heating fuel assistance was double that
of the previous year. However, currently, in the case of Wilton seniors, fuel assistance
needs are being adequately met by the Connecticut Energy Assistance Program so that
local funds are not needed for this purpose. [Lauren Hughes]
Home owners who fall behind in mortgage payments face possible foreclosure. In the
number of foreclosures, Fairfield County leads the state. In June 2009, one out of every
3,851 homes in the County was listed in foreclosure. [Fairfield County Comunity
Foundation survey report, 2009]
In Wilton, a Town of close to 6000 households, the number of lis pendens (suit pending)
notices, which are the first step in several types of legal proceedings including
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foreclosure, have increased dramatically in the last two years. In 2008, there were 28; in
2009, there were 97. In the first quarter of 2010 there were 25.

The number

continuing to actual foreclosures have increased as well, with only one in 2006, three in
2009, and five in the first quarter of 2010. [Bettye Ragognetti] (See Appendix B for
statistics on foreclosure proceedings and other related statistics compiled by Wilton’s
Town Clerk.)
Inability to pay taxes may result in a lien on property. However, banks that escrow for
borrowers’ taxes are normally careful about payment, unwilling to be delinquent. Thus
there has been little effect on the tax collection rate. Liens may also result from
nonpayment of other debts. [Bettye Ragognetti]
Homes whose owners have cut back on maintenance, or whose equity has become less
than the mortgage owed, are difficult to sell. This is a special hardship when the real
estate market is also feeling the impact of the recession. Fewer people are looking and
fewer new homes are being built. As a consequence, average Wilton home prices, which
peaked in 2006 at $1,120,230, fell to $915,137 in 2009, a drop of some 18%. [Jeff
Turner] {See Appendix C for data on home sales in Wilton.)
Additionally, the revaluation of real estate has put a burden on owners of small homes, as
the value of their land increased much more than that of their homes. For these
homeowners taxes have increased disproportionately. [Sandra Dennies]
FOOD
It was sobering for us to hear that there are homes in Wilton where there is not enough
food to feed the family. The Wilton Food Pantry, administered by the Town’s Social
Services Department, has seen an increase in demand. Typically serving 35 to 40 families
regularly each month, including 40 children, the food pantry has seen increased demand,
reaching a high of 105 individuals in August 2009. The number served might have been
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higher were more people aware of this source of food or less reluctant to ask for this type
of help. [Lauren Hughes]
The members of the Social Services staff have noted a change not only in the number of
people using the pantry but also in the nature of those being served. Some had never
thought they would need this assistance. More than one recent user was formerly a
contributor.
In what could have been a strain on the Social Service Department’s budget, the needs of
the pantry have been largely met by private contributions from the Interfaith Fund, the
Kiwanis Club of Wilton, and other individuals and organizations.. [Cathy Pierce]
For children of school age, assistance is available through the school lunch subsidy
program. The number of children in this program has remained fairly constant through
this period. It is possible that some young people are reluctant to be known as in need of
such help. [Kim Zemo] For them, sometimes, the Social Services Department can step in
and work out a way to help while maintaining confidentiality. [Colleen Fawcett]
HEALTH NEEDS
For most people. expenses for medical visits, treatment, and medications are covered by
insurance, which frequently is tied to employment. If a job is lost, the insurance benefit
may also be lost. The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (COBRA) gives
workers the right to continue their benefits for a limited period of time. However, the
payments, which could be up to $1700 per month, may be too much for a household with
no income. The federal government has been subsidizing COBRA premiums for those
who had lost their jobs after 9/09 by paying 65% of the premiums. [Cathy Pierce]
One possible consequence of the loss of insurance may be a postponement of needed
medical services, which could lead to increased costs in the future.
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The State of Connecticut reports that, in January 2010, there were 114 Wilton individuals
(76 children under 19 and 38 adults) on Husky A (Medicaid) and approximately 30
children (no adults) on Husky B each month. In January 2009, enrollment figures stood
at 95 individuals (Husky A) and 24 children on Husky B. (Husky B is a plan for children
in families with incomes above 185% of the federal poverty line.) Co-pays and monthly
premiums are charged in Husky B and vary with income. [Cathy Pierce]
EDUCATION
A recent Connecticut Supreme Court Decision has called attention to the argument that
the level of school funding has a direct relationship to the quality of education. [CCJEF v
Rell, March 22, 2010.] The fact that data on student performance on state tests is
segregated according to the socio-economic status of communities would indicate widespread agreement that there is such a relationship. To the extent that the argument is
valid, an economic downturn can be expected to have an impact on educational quality.
Nevertheless, for public schools, with the level of funding determined by voters, an
economic downturn could result in diminishing support. In fact, Wilton is experiencing
a more vocal resistance to increasing taxes than has been seen in the recent past.
Also, there is a concern that school costs will rise as some of the children who now attend
private schools may transfer to the public schools. However, in the 2009-2010 school
year, the schools did not experience an increase in the number of transfers from private
schools. [Tim Canty]
We looked at the impact on the students at different age levels to see how the recession is
affecting them.
Looking first at pre-school and early childhood education we could find no definite
pattern of change related to the recession. Some are thriving; others are losing clientele.
However, there seem to be fewer very young children (aged three to four) attending
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compared to the number enrolled in previous years. Also, of those of that age who are
enrolled, one school reported that parents are not contracting for any extras beyond the
minimum service. [Louise Shames]
The families of some school age children are having difficulty meeting the expenses of
fee-based activities, and high school students have shown concern about budget
reductions that may limit participation in extracurricular activities.
There has been a slight increase in the number of students seeking financial support for
activities such as travel expenses for field trips. For some expensive activities, the
increase is dramatic. This year, for example, there has been a 30% increase over the
previous year’s requests for scholarships to attend the band adjudication festival. [Tim
Canty]
Younger students may be affected more as their activities tend to be fee-based, in contrast
to high school activities. Financial assistance from private sources is now less available
than previously. For example, parents that previously relied on Interfaith Funds to pay
these fees have had to ask the schools for help because the Interfaith Fund is now
focusing more on needs such as food and fuel assistance. [Colleen Fawcett}
As with the subsidized food program, some students are unwilling to have it known that
their families are in financial trouble, and so they may seek help elsewhere – to Wilton’s
Social Services Department, for example. [Kim Zemo]
For the college-bound student the picture of how the recession has affected their plans is
unclear. The high school does not track financial aid, as those are confidential
arrangements between student and college. Also, although a record number of students
in the Class of 2010 have been accepted at highly selective colleges, it is not yet known
how many will actually attend. [Rob Schumann]
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RECREATION/CULTURE
With diminished income, many residents have found it difficult to pay for recreational
and cultural programs. Fee-based programs offered by the Parks and Recreation
Department have not declined. However, the number of requests for aid with payments
has increased. [Steve Pierce]
Free programs offered by The Wilton Library have experienced dramatic growth. [Kathy
Leeds] Organizations such as The Wilton Family Y offer scholarships to those unable to
pay. [Bob McDowell] The experiences of both of these organizations are described
more fully beginning on page 27 of this report.
The popular Dial-A-Ride service offered by Wilton’s Parks and Recreation Department
enables senior citizens and disabled individuals to attend educational and cultural events
with a minimal cost for transportation: $1.00 for each one-way trip within Wilton.
[Steve Pierce]
COPING WITH STRESS
Uncertainties about the future and actual hardship strain the emotional resources of any
individual or family. For some this is a new and frightening experience, and they do not
know where to turn for help. Some see no way out.
Many of our experts explained that the stress resulting from loss of employment, income,
and savings, may be manifested in several ways. Depression, anxiety and irritability are
common and psychotherapy can be helpful for these symptoms. At times people can
begin to abuse alcohol or other substances to self medicate.
We talked about this issue with representatives of the Wilton Clergy, our Social Services
Department, our Chief of Police, and the coordinator of an out-patient treatment center in
Westport that also serves families in Wilton.
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THE CLERGY PERSPECTIVE
The perspective of these spiritual leaders is a very personal one as they attempt to cope
with an increasing number and intensification of the calls on them for counseling and
solace. They see first hand the corrosive effect of anxiety caused by fear of economic
decline, worry about losing (or being trapped) in a job or a house, concern about how to
explain changing family circumstances to children, the effect of divorce as families fall
apart, and a lessening of their sense of self worth.
Our speakers described a debilitating weariness in some of these families as they face
new challenges. They told of the difficulty experienced by older adults who must return
to work to support their families. Past the age when they had expected to retire, they
now must acquire new skills and become familiar with new systems as they struggle to
find work and to learn what they need to know in order to function in a changed work
environment.
Other family members add unexpected physical and emotional burdens. Elderly parents,
unable to afford to stay at nursing or residential facilities, require the care of their adult
children, who may have to leave their jobs to perform this service. And their own young
adult children, new to the job market and thus the first to be laid off, may return home to
live or may seek financial help from their parents. [David Graybill]
Faith communities in town are financially stretched [David Graybill]; and smaller
communities are struggling more. Attendance and membership for these institutions is
flat, but turnover has decreased, possibly because people cannot sell their homes or don't
want to leave their communities during this time. Some who previously gave generously
to charity funds are now recipients. People are giving what they can [Leah Cohen]
At the same time, some people have not been affected by the economic downturn. Some
are finding jobs; some are even getting promotions. Feelings of guilt sometimes
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accompany these events. Some who have plentiful resources are considering the
appropriateness of their spending and decide that vacations and other indulgences just
don't seem right. The transformative moment comes when they decide to donate the
money saved to charity. [Leah Cohen]
Both speakers spoke optimistically about some of the positive effects of the changes
taking place. The shift in values as luxuries are cut back and opportunities found to give
to those in greater need, and the personal growth brought about by self reflection, can
have long range benefits.
Faith communities are revitalized by unemployed members who choose to volunteer their
time and energy to their religious community. Unemployed volunteers find dignity in
service to the community during a time when their sense of self is under attack. [Leah
Cohen]
THE SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Another source of first-hand information is the Wilton Social Services Department. This
Town department in March 2010 had a client list of 117 families, an increase of 57 from
March, 2009. This number probably does not reflect the true need, as not everyone is
aware of the services provided.

Even among those who are informed, some are

reluctant to seek help, and so will not look to Social Services until truly desperate.
Services provided include the food pantry, fuel and other financial assistance, case
management, short-term counseling, and referrals to various resources. As evidence of
stress the department reports that mental health referrals have increased. For Wilton
youth, in a typical year there are 30 to 50 referrals. In the fiscal year 2010, with one
quarter still remaining, there already were 52. [Colleen Fawcett]
Families that would seek private professional treatment had they the money or insurance
are now seeking low-cost and free services. A United Way grant assists with some
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treatment costs not covered by insurance. Grant money was recently used to help pay for
residential treatment residential treatment for substance abuse for a Wilton resident.
[Cathy Pierce]
The nature of the people and families served by the Social Services Department has
changed in the past few years. Previously, the department served mostly families that
had a chronically disabled family-member, had a low household income, or were now
going through a crisis. Recently, a less-traditional clientele is being served, those who
have never been in need before, but who have been donors in the past. [Colleen Fawcett]
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
To see if there has been a change in incidents of domestic violence we asked about the
history and number of domestic-related police calls. Comparisons involving previous
years was not available, as the department has recently revised its reporting categories.
In any event, regardless of the number, there seems to be no hard evidence from police
activity that indicates a cause/effect relationship between the economic downturn and the
number of domestic-related police calls. Because their primary concern is law
enforcement the police do not probe the cause of a domestic-related incident, although,
under Connecticut law, if children are present, a referral must be made to the Department
of Children and Families (DCF). [Mike Lombardo]
Experts in the field of domestic violence agree that many cases of abuse and neglect—
whether physical or emotional—are not reported to police. [Janienne Hackett]
For further information we then turned to the president of The Wilton Domestic
Violence Task Force. The mission of this task force is is to raise awareness of
theproblem. The task force does not itself provide direct service to clients but may refer
them to an agency such as The Domestic Violence Crisis Center of Norwalk/Stamford
(DVCC), which also serves Wilton residents and provides shelter for victims of abuse.
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The task force and DVCC agree with the Wilton Police Department that they cannot
directly connect the downturn in the economy to increased cases of abuse seen by local
agencies. However, the DVCC staff speculates that financial stress may serve to increase
the type and number of subsequent incidents. In their experience, there has been abuse
in a family, stress is likely to increase the intensity of the abuser, rather than be a cause of
the initial abuse. [Janienne Hackett}
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Organizations such as Positive Directions (formerly The Center for Prevention and
Recovery) have noticed a marked increase in anxiety across all age levels due to financial
stress and an enormous increase in a need for counseling. This agency provides
treatment, counseling, and education programs that focus on prevention and recovery
from substance abuse and other addictive behavior. The agency provides services for
clients in five regional communities. About 20% of their teenage clients are from
Wilton. [Pam Kelley]
COMMUNITY RESOURCES
Wilton’s public, private, and public-private agencies and organizations have mobilized in
recognition of the need to cope with the recession’s impact on residents and on the Town
budget. We spoke with representatives of the Board of Selectmen, the Board of Finance,
and organizations such as the Wilton Library, the Wilton Family Y, and the Kiwanis Club
of Wilton.
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WILTON TOWN GOVERNMENT
Many services provided by Wilton’s local government have been affected by the
economic downturn. Social Services, in particular, but also Parks and Recreation, the
Board of Education, and the schools themselves, have seen some impact.
Social Services must respond to an ever increasing demand for professional services with
one full-time and three part-time social workers, but no increase in the budget for fiscal
year 2011. (The department budget also includes the full-time director of the senior
center and two part-time administrative employees.) They have been able to maintain
programs such as the food pantry, the fuel assistance program, and individual and family
services through the generosity of individuals and other organizations such as the
Kiwanis Club, United Way, and the Interfaith Fund.
The Parks and Recreation Department (P&R) provides activities for all ages and
maintains school and Town athletic fields, a cost that in most other towns appears in their
Board of Education budget.
P&R operates a Dial-A-Ride program that provides low-cost transportation for older
adults and for those who are disabled. The revenue from these fees goes toward meeting
the expenses of maintaining and operating a fleet of four vehicles, with the remainder
coming from the Town budget or from a variety of grants.
The recreational programs offered by P&R are funded by fees paid by the participants.
Provision for those unable to pay is covered by fees paid by the rest. Demand for these
activities is increasing, as the cost to those attending is often less than would be
encountered at a private club or other facility. Requests for assistance in payment are
also increasing. [Steve Pierce]
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The Board of Education faces increasing demands from State and Federal mandates and
union contracts that have made it a challenge to keep costs from escalating beyond the
Town’s willingness to pay. The schools also ask parents to pay for some activities, such
as field trips and activity fees as well as some classroom supplies.
In addition to municipal operations, the Town provides some of the funding for publicprivate enterprises such as the Wilton Library and Trackside, the Town’s teen center.
Town Revenue
Finding the revenue to meet these demands has become increasingly difficult. As
construction and real estate activity diminish, so too must income from taxes and other
sources.
Taxes on real and personal property are the primary source of municipal revenue. The
mill rate (the rate of taxation) is a function of the grand list, the total assessed value of
property in Town. In the past, as the grand list has increased at a healthy rate, increasing
expenditures and building up of reserves could be accommodated by relatively small
increases in the mill rate. However, with the closing of businesses and diminished new
construction, the increase in the grand list has been much reduced. The prediction in the
budget for fiscal year 2010 was that the increase in the grand list would be a mere 0.5%.
In fact, the increase turned out to be 0.7% - still an insignificant amount, though not a
reduction as some had feared. [Sandra Dennies]
Related to the rate of taxation is the rate of compliance. At the present time the rate of
delinquency has not changed from past years as it has in some other communities. This
may be a result of decisions by individual home owners still able to pay or by the banks
holding the mortgages. The Board of Finance expects that in fiscal year 2011, the rate of
compliance will be at least 99.2%. (See Appendices D and E for facts and figures
related to Wilton’s budget process.)
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Another influence on the tax rate is the amount of money allocated to elderly tax relief.
The amount set aside for this purpose must be set aside in the general fund and thus
accounts for some of the increase in the amount of taxes paid by all.
Participation in the elderly and disabled tax relief program has been low in recent years,
but is rising again to the level seen in 2005. [Judy Zucker] Even with the expected
increase, the number of participants is small. Thus the impact on the total taxpayer
burden is unlikely to be significant. [Jim Meinhold] In the budget proposal for fiscal
year 2011, the Board of Finance has allocated that $850,000 for this tax relief.
In addition to revenue from the property tax, the Town receives funds from several other
sources: building permits, conveyance taxes and other fees, interest income, and state aid
to municipalities. For fiscal year 2010, the income from all of these sources has been
less than budgeted due to the economic downturn. However, as of February 2010, the
conveyance tax income did rise from December 2009 onward. [Sandra Dennies]
There are two revenue areas where the budget has had particular problems: buildingpermit fees and interest income. Revenue from both of these sources has been much
lower in the current fiscal year, 2010, than had been budgeted.
Building-permit fees, for example, were expected to provide about $600,000 of this
year’s income. By November only $100,000 had been received. One factor contributing
to this shortfall is that the cost of a building permit is a function of the cost of a building
project, and the projects were smaller than expected. [Sandra Dennies]
Interest income was budgeted to provide $750,000 in fiscal year 2010; as of March 2010,
with just one quarter left to go, only $58,000 had been received. [Marilyn Gould, Sandra
Dennies]
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Funding from the State is unlikely to provide additional revenue. The State of
Connecticut also is facing severe budgetary challenges, so that we can expect less
funding from that source of assistance.
Not exactly a source of revenue, but sometimes used as a way to smooth out tax
increases, has been the ability of the Board of Finance to offset the next year’s budget by
drawing on a balance left from the previous fiscal year. The year-end balance is usually
funded at about 11% of the annual budget. For fiscal year 2011 the Board of Finance has
set aside 10.6% of the proposed budget for the end-of-year balance.
Town Expenses
A primary strategy for budget balancing is to find ways to reduce expenditures. Because
expenditures already had been cut back in response to economic conditions, any
additional significant reduction will have an effect on Town employees, who, themselves,
are feeling the impact of the recession as spouses lose or reduce employment, and savings
get used up.
In May 2010 the Annual Town Meeting will take action on the budget proposed by the
Board of Finance for fiscal year 2011. The Board of Finance, in order to hold the
increase in the mill rate to 2.94%, voted in April to reduce significantly both the Board of
Education and the Board of Selectmen budget requests. These reductions are expected to
have an impact on the numbers and/or compensation of Town employees.
The Town has an Employee Assistance Program (EAP) that provides Town employees
who are having difficulties with counseling and suggested resources. Currently the
Town has seen no increase in the number of requests for such assistance. [Sarah Taffel]
A hiring freeze in effect since 2009 has resulted in some reduction in force. The Town
has not filled the position of property manager, and the Police and the Parks and
Recreation Departments are each down one staff person, and Public Works is down two.
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Following the Board of Finance action on the budget for fiscal year 2011, the Town of
Wilton opened discussions with Town employee unions outside the regularly scheduled
negotiation period. These negotiations resulted in an agreement to have no layoffs and
no increases in pay in fiscal year 2011. As of April 29 at least three of the four unions
have ratified this agreement; discussions are still ongoing with the fourth. The Board of
Selectmen must still vote on ratification. [Sarah Taffel]
The Board of Education on April 29 approved a Superintendent’s recommendation that
the budget reduction proposed by the Board of Finance will be accommodated by a
reduction in staff of 18.1 F.T.E.s. [Office of the Superintendent of Schools]
A large proportion of personnel expense results from pensions and other benefits.
Reductions in cost could be made through a switch from the current defined benefit plan
to a defined contribution plan. However, any such saving would take time to implement.
[Sandra Dennies and Bob Kelso]
Also, the cost of pensions is determined by actuarial formulas. To reduce the threat of
unfunded pension liabilities – obligations the Town is committed to pay retired
employees - the pension contribution formula requires that we allocate $3 million this
year to fund our pension plans. This funding will add to the expenditure side of the
budget. (We now are 90% funded. For comparison, the Connecticut state teachers
retirement fund is only 50% funded.) [Bob Kelso]
Debt service is another significant component on the expense side of the budget. Our
AAA rating helps to keep interest rates down and borrowing terms favorable when we
need to bond for new construction. [Warren Serenbetz]
In response to economic conditions, the various departments in Town government have
proposed little or no increases and sometimes decreases in their budget requests over the
previous year. [Sandra Dennies]
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Public Opinion
As always it is difficult for Town officials to judge the level of support for budget
decisions.

A budget may be rejected by the voters, provided 15% of the electors turn

out to vote. However, it has been many years since the turnout has been that high. Also,
attendance at public hearings has been small. [Jim Meinhold]
Because the numbers are few, those who do speak out either publicly or privately to
Town officials have a significant impact. Yet there have been few complaints. In 2009,
of the 120 people who commented, at the Board of Finance hearings, 70 supported the
budget; 50 wanted reductions. In fact, some of the individuals who that year complained
about taxes have recently expressed concern about cuts in town services, such as road
maintenance. Several expressed their desire to keep Wilton attractive so that homes are
more likely to be sold. [Lynne Vanderslice]
At the public hearings in March 2010 it was surprising to some members of the Board of
Finance to hear the same people who described their own personal financial struggles still
urging support for the full Board of Education budget. [Warren Serenbetz]
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
In addition to Town government, many nonprofit organizations provide services to
Wilton families. Some of these are supported in part by Wilton taxpayers.
Many of these agencies have experienced an increasing demand for services as well as
increasing difficulty in finding the funds necessary to provide these services. Two such
organizations, The Wilton Family Y and The Wilton Library are here used as examples
that reflect similar experiences in other such service organizations.
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Wilton Family Y.
The Y provides services for residents of Wilton and several neighboring communities,
paid for by membership fees , fundraising activities, and grants. Their policy is to deny
services to no one because of inability to pay. In the past year, while there has been a
30% increase in requests for assistance, there also has been a shift from memberships for
whole families to memberships for individuals, with a 9% drop in the total number of
dues-paying members.
To meet expenses the Y has turned to fund-raising events such as the successful golf
tournament and the community celebration.

The Y has also enjoyed increased funding

from its annual appeal ($130,000 in 2008; $230,000 in 2009).
In addition to fund raising, the Y qualifies for specific grants from Y-USA, awarded
through a competitive process. For example, they were recently awarded $50,000 for a
children’s nutrition program and physical fitness to forward a goal of combating child
obesity.
Another landmark program is “Silver Sneakers,” a free membership paid for by certain
health insurance providers. More than 40 people take advantage of this new program.
In 2008, anticipating hard times ahead, the Y began to plan ways to reduce costs,
especially for personnel.

Rather than cut staff, they worked out a modification of their

benefits plan.
With the combination of such cost saving decisions plus fund raising and grants, the Y
has been able to fill a $440,000 budget gap, emerging with a slight surplus,. Thus it is
able to continue to fulfill its mission of service to the community, reaching over 10,000
people – a 32% market share of its service area. [Bob McDowell]
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Wilton Library
The new addition and the large increase in demand for services have changed the
character of the library in many ways. In every category of use – circulation, visits,
reference questions, computer use, magazine reading, website hits, programs – the
increase has been dramatic. Since February, 2008, total circulation has increased 7%
(29% since February 2005, prior to the expansion). Magazine use alone is up 33% in the
past two years. Each day more than 800 people walk through the front door or visit the
drive-thru window. During the recent storm 50 people at once were using the library’s
wireless access. (See Appendix F for more detail on Library activity.)
The higher use is associated with increased cost. A large part of the operating budget of
the library is funded by the Town. In addition, each year the library must raise over
$600,000 through fundraising activities, book sales, fees, and grants. All books, building
improvements, and programs must come from the library’s own fundraising efforts. For
these the giving pattern is similar to other organizations: more donors and a smaller
average amount per donor.
Some savings in operating costs have been made possible by a change in the personnel
benefits package for staff.

No increase in staff salaries is included in the budget for

fiscal year 2011. Through such holding down of expenses it was possible for the library
to ask for zero increase in governmental support. [Kathy Leeds]
Other Organizations
Other private organizations such as The Kiwanis Club of Wilton, The Interfaith Fund,
The Salvation Army and many more have served the community in various ways:
contributions to the food pantry, help to families in cleanups, grants for special projects,
for example. Dependent in whole or in part on fundraising many have seen average
donations slightly less than in past years, but an overall increase in the number of
contributors.
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Some of the decrease in donations may be a result of the effect of the economic downturn
as local businesses, often a target for fundraisers, struggle for survival. Small businesses
have been especially hard hit. Customers are fewer and slower to pay, and a tightening of
credit inhibits the flow of cash needed to stay in business. [Stephanie

Barksdale]

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED
For a number of families in our community, the situation is desperate.

When a job is

lost, or an investment account wiped out, when there is no money, then the mortgage
cannot be paid, the fuel tank cannot be filled, the children cannot be fed. If health
insurance is gone with the job, or has become too costly, health needs may need to be
deferred.

Entertainments, even some school activities, have perhaps become luxuries

and must be given up.
Even for those employed, fear and uncertainty about the future may cause anxiety and
stress felt by the whole family, including the youngest children Evidence of such stress is
clear. Through presentations by, and interviews with, over 30 professional workers and
volunteers serving our community we learned about increases in the last two years in the
number of referrals for counseling and treatment, instances of domestic violence, and
requests for assistance to pay for basic needs.
Hard data to connect these needs with the current economic downturn is not as clear, and
so we cannot make such a claim. We did note, however, that the increase in need has
come during the same period of time.

And we did hear from

those working on the

front lines.. In their work with these families, they have felt the growing tension and
desperation. Their insights, based on years of professional experience, cannot be
dismissed as merely anecdotal.
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To help those families in need many agencies and organizations – public, private, and
public-private - are doing what they can to help, but the financial crisis has had a
sobering effect on all of our customary sources of money, human energy, and available
time.
Our traditional ways to meet such needs are becoming increasingly strained. Much of the
necessary data is unavailable or is scattered. There isno one person or agency, prepared to
implement a coordinated response.
Even so, many are receiving help and there is hope – that the economy will improve, that
things will get better.
FINAL THOUGHTS
With this informational study we have arrived at an overview of a highly complex
situation. In summary, here is what we have learned:
1. Some of our families are facing severe hardship and need assistance.
2. Worries about the future are causing stress in many families, although evidence of
the connection is difficult to quantify.
3. Public, private, and public-private agencies are responding as well as they can to
the need.
4. Many families are being helped but there continues to be a gap between unmet
needs and the resources available to meet these needs.
We are grateful that so many individuals and organizations contributed their experiences
and insights to our study group and to each other. Our hope is that this report will be
seen as a starting point, a basis for further study and action, and will strengthen even
further our growing sense of community.
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APPENDICES

A. Unemployment in Connecticut and Fairfield County, from CT Department
of Labor (pages 33-34)
B. Foreclosure proceedings, and birth and marriage stats from Town Clerk,
Betttye Ragognetti (page 35)
C. Wilton Home Sales 2006 through March 2010, CMLS, Jeff Turner (page 36)
D. Budget and mill rate statistics, Lynne Vanderslice (pages 37-38)
E. Board of Finance Budget proposal for FY2011 (pages 39-40)
F. Wilton Library Activity, February 2008 through February 2010, from
Wilton Library, Kathy Leeds (page 41)
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APPENDIX A – CONNECTICUT UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
(SOURCE: CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF LABOR)
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APPENDIX B – FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS AND OTHER DATA
SOURCE: BETTYE RAGOGNETTI, WILTON TOWN CLERK
Lis Pendens
2008 – 28
2009 – 97
2010 – 25 through 3/22
Foreclosures
2006 - 1
2007 - 2
2008 - 3
2009 – 3
2010 – 5 through 3/22
Births
2007 – 152
2008 – 131
2009 – 112
Marriages
2007 – 57
2008 – 50
2009 – 51
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APPENDIX C - HOME SALES IN WILTON 2006-2009
SOURCE: CONNECTICUT MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE,
COURTESY OF JEFF TURNER
2006
250

2007
220

2008
163

2009
136

$1,120,230

$1,092,117

$1,067,884

$915,137

3.10%

-2.50%

-2.20%

-14.20%

Houses over $1,000,000
Avg. Market Time

109
92 Days

92
113 Days

71
118 Days

43
128 Days

Houses under $1,000,000
Avg. Market Time

141
75 Days

128
90 Days

92
122 Days

93
125 Days

Price Range Solds

$495K $3,250K

$360K $3,124K

$280K $2,700K

$385K3,999K

$910,000

$875,000

$802,500

$760,000

Total Houses Sold
Average Sale Price
% increase over prior
year

Median Sale Price
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APPENDIX D – BUDGET WORKSHEETS 2009
SOURCE: LYNNE VANDERSLICE, BOARD OF FINANCE

BUDGET CONTEXT
Economic Indicators:
Wilton unemployment:
# Individuals unemployed:

5.6%-11/09
468- 11/09

2.9%-2005
249- 2005

.9%-2000
89-2000

Source: Town

Pre-foreclosure filings: 8 in Jan and 25 in the last qtr of ‘09
Foreclosures: 3 in both 2009 and 2008
Source: Town and Realty Trac

Home sales: In 2009 units sold declined by 30%, prices declined by approx 20%
Source: Wilton Bulletin

MILL RATE COMPONENTS
*Grand List Growth rate
*Property Tax Collection Rate
*BOE Budget
*BOS Budget
*Debt Service
*Other Revenues (state reimb, other taxes and fees, interest income)
*1% expense reserve, per Charter Authority
*Change in the Non-designated Reserve Fund (policy to hold at 10% or more of the
total budget in case of extraordinary problem)
Taxable Grand List Slowdown:
Building permits for new homes: 7-in 2009, 28-2008, 35- 2005, 47-2000
Building permits for commercial project-all, not just new: 44-in 2009, 62-2008, 35-2005
Source: Town

Taxable Grand list Growth, normalized for revaluation years: .7%-2010 budget,
1.5%-2009, 1.6%-2005, 2.4%-2004, 3.1%-2002, 2.1%-2000 Source: Town & BOF ’08 pres.
Note: The prior growth in the grand list resulted in a situation where in many years the
actual growth exceeded budgeted growth. This resulted in excess tax collections which
built up in reserves allowing those reserves to grow beyond required levels. Over the last
few years, these build ups have been drawn down and brought into the mill rate
calculation, thereby reducing tax rates. With a decline in the growth rates, this benefit
will no longer be available.
Town Revenue:
Licenses, Permits & Fees: 2010 Budget=$1.3m, 2009 Budget=$1.8m. The 28% decline
reflects anticipated declines in permit fees and conveyance taxes. Conveyance taxes,
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after a first quarter lag, picked up but much of that is attributable to one transaction.
Permit fees have lagged through out FY’2010. Both remain an area of concern.

OTHER INFORMATION
School Enrollment Declines-Actual and Projected:
Total Enrollment: 4412-2008 (recent high), 4345-2010, 4283-2011 budget,
4155-2013estimate, 4014-2015 estimate
Miller Driscoll: 1003-2007 (high), 938-2010, 860- 2011budget, 806- 2013estimate
786-2015estimate
Cider Mill: 1050-2008 (high), 1018-2010, 1015-2011budget, 977-2013 estimate
889-2015estimate
Middlebrook: 1036-2010 (high), 1036-2011budget, 999-2013 estimate
966-2015 estimate
Source: Ellen Essman, Consultant to Wilton Public Schools, Report dtd 10/29/09
Prepared by Lynne Vanderslice 2/2/10
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Data is consistent with State projections

APPENDIX E – BOARD OF FINANCE BUDGET PROPOSAL FOR FY2011
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APPENDIX F – WILTON LIBRARY ACTIVITY - FEB 2008 TO FEB 2010
SOURCE: WILTON LIBRARY, KATHY LEEDS EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Activity
Circulation
Adults
Teens
Children
Misc.
Total Circulation
Programs
Adults
Teens
Children
Total Programs
Interlibrary Loan
Website Visits
Library Visits
Reference Questions
In‐House Book/Magazine Use
Computer Use

February 2008
Pre‐Downturn

February 2010
Post‐Downturn

Difference

15,591
1,260
10,409
16
27,276

16,701
1,470
10,926
16
29,113

7%
17%
5%
0%
7%

38
2
43
83

44
3
53
100

16%
50%
23%
20%

201
48,651
19,555
2,487
3,131
2,272

244
63,241
23,448
3,254
4,156
2,951

21%
30%
20%
31%
33%
30%
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Connecticut Economic Research Center, Inc. “CERC Town Profile 2010, Wilton.”
Download at: http://www.cerc.com/townprofiles/default.asp
Connecticut General Assembly. “1st Quarterly Report of House Speaker
Christopher Donovan’s Task Force on Children in the Recession.” January, 2010.
Download at: http://www.cga.ct.gov/coc/taskforce.htm
Elderly and Disabled Tax Relief Review Committee. “Report and
Recommendations.” December 1, 2009. Download at:
www.wiltonct.org/bodies/elderly/.../Complete%20-ETRC-Report-12-1-09.pdf
Fairfield County Community Foundation. “The Impact of the Recession on
Fairfield County Residents and the Nonprofits that Support Them.” Survey, 2009.
To download, click “Economic Impact Report” at:
http://www.fccfoundation.org/cm
Wilton Chamber of Commerce. “2010 Survey of Wilton Business,” Contact:
http://www.wiltonchamber.com/
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The League of Women Voters
A Voice for Citizens, A Force for Change
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